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Barber, Nancy A. “Not at my Camp … Yet!” Camping Magazine 82.5 (September/October 2009): 22-25.


Corcoran, Carol A. and A. Mamalkis. “Fifth Grade Students’ Perceptions of Reading Motivation Techniques.” Reading Improvement 46.3 (2009): 137-142.
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Bolding, Gary. “Achtung, Attention, Cuidado.” With Stetson Art Faculty and Art Faculty from Padagogishce Hochschule, Freiburg, Germany. Duncan Gallery, Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, 2009.
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**Theatre Performances**


McCoy, Ken, Director. “Suffer Fools Gladly” by Mark Kenneally. Stover Theatre, Fall 2009.


Schmitt, Julia, Director and Costume Coordinator. “The Importance of Being Earnest” by Oscar Wilde. Stover Theatre, Fall 2009.
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Hale, Dan. “DVD on Dissociative Identity Disorder (multiple personality disorder) featuring Chris Sizemore - the real-life Eve of the Three Faces of Eve Fame and much more of her artwork.” 2009.
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Adams, Ann, **Soloist. Memorial Service for Doug Lee.** August 28, 2009.

Adams, Bobby, Conductor. **Concert.** With Okaloosa All-County Band. Okaloosa County, Florida, January 24, 2009.


Adams, Bobby, Conductor. **Concert.** With Stetson Double Reed Band. Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, June 20, 2009.
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Bjella, David, Co-Principal. **Concert**. With IRIS Orchestra. May 2, 2009.

Bjella, David, Co-Principal. **Concert**. With IRIS Orchestra. October 3, 2009.
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Christeson, Jane, Soloist/chamber music performer. **An Afternoon of Roses Benefit Concert for Sigma Alpha Iota.** May 2009.


Clifford, Carol, Soprano Soloist. **Concerts.** St. Johns Episcopal Church, 2009.

Crane, Amy, Accompanist. **High School Honors Choral Clinic.** With Stetson Men. Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, October 2, 2009.

Crane, Amy, Accompanist. “Als Luise die briefe” by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart; “Nobody Knows This Little Rose” (from Poems by Emily Dickinson) by John Duke; “Sonata in C minor” by Antonio Vivaldi. **Student Recital.** Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, October 29, 2009.


Crane, Amy, Accompanist. “Concerto for Tuba by Alexander Aratunian.” **Faculty Recital for CMENC.** Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, September 25, 2009.
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Heintzen, Ashley. “Canzona No. 1” by Gabrieli; “Irish Tune from County Derry” by Grainger; “Quartetto No. 2” by Bach/Crozoli. Dr. Ann Adams 20th Anniversary Faculty Recital. With Double Reed Ensemble, Double Reed Quartet. April 21, 2009.


Hodkinson, Sydney, Guest Composer/Conductor. New Music Concert. Toronto, Canada, November 24-December 1, 2009.


Rickman, Michael. **Solo Recital.** California State University, Sacramento, CA, October 24, 2009.


Robinson, Stephen. **Solo Concert.** Lee University, Cleveland, Tennessee, February 1-2, 2009.


Robinson, Stephen, Director. **Concert.** With Stetson Guitar Ensemble. Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, April 7, 2009.


Schmidt, David. **Trombone Studio Recital.** With Dr. Born’s Accompanying Class. Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, April 27, 2009.

Schmidt, David, Conductor. **Fall Concert.** With Stetson University Symphonic Band. Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, October 16, 2009.
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